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The Complete DCDC Building in Imbonggu, SHP, ready for opening.
Insert: : The Complete 30 Bedroom Transit House with Tufa Tanks.

T

really felt at the district where our targeted
he very first District Community population are living.
Development Centre (DCDC) in
Imbongu, Southern Highlands Province, is “This is our contribution to taking back PNG
through provision of Protection and
now completed and ready for opening.
Empowerment Services to our families and
Prime Minister Hon. James Marape will communities at the District," she said.
officially open the Centre as well as a 30
bedroom transit house (8 self-contain/22 Minister for Community Development, Youth
standard), a very first for PNG, in August and Religion Hon. Wake Goi said the
building will not only function as Community
2020.
Development but the project is designed in
Secretary Bais said the DCDC is more like a a manner that will take on the Whole of
Mini Department in the District committed Government approach by creating various
entirely in ensuring that the mandated roles helpdesk to house certain sister
and responsibilities of the department is felt government agencies to deliver their
respective services to the rural population.
right there in the district.
“It has been trial and error, we’ve tried
many ways on how to reach our people, but
those days are gone. It is a dynamic shift
and a dynamic approach to delivering
community development services at the
district level now.

Member for Imbonggu and Minister of Inter
-Government Relations Hon. Pila Ninigi is
thankful as a first recipient of the DCDC
Project and encouraged his colleague
Ministers and other MPs to engage the
people-centred DCDC project in their
respective districts as well.
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Volunteer Service, Informal Economy,
Church Coordination, NGO coordination and
Civil Registry. The DCDC will also house
other government agencies who wish to
deliver programs at the District.
The transit house will serve two purpose;
one is temporary accommodation for
seconded officers whilst accommodation is
been sorted, and to be use as a Safe Home
for women and children in need of
immediate protection whilst they are been
processed by officers.
The magnificent buildings built by local
contractor Infinite Wood, fully furnished
including stand-by generator as well as
water tanks costed K4.2 million.
Beginning with Imbonggu District and
Gazelle in ENBP, the Department will be
trialling out whole of government programs,
development partners, NGOs and Churches
at the district level.


“We are structuring Community
Development as Health and Education to The centre will accommodate desks for
ensure that the work of the department is Children, Women, Disability, Elderly, Youth,
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Secretary Bais and new
US Ambassador
McKee launch W-GDP
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DCDC Operational Induction
Training Participants Certified

I

n January 27, Secretary Anna Bais
together with the new US Ambassador
McKee launched the new United States
Agency for International Development
(USAID) Women’s Global Development and
Prosperity (W-GDP) Initiative in Papua New
Guinea.
Secretary Bais was also the key note
speaker at the event eventuated at Hilton
Hotel, Port Moresby.
Secretary Bais in her speech thanked the
US Government for the initiative that will
assist PNG's effort to empower women.
The program focuses on three overarching
pillars:
W-GDP Pillar 1: Women Prospering in the
PNG Workforce
W-GDP Pillar 2: Women Succeeding as PNG
Entrepreneurs
W-GDP Pillar 3: Women Enabled in the PNG
Economy

Secretary Bais Presenting Certificate of Participation to Ms. Linda Sataro from PM & NEC.

A

bout 45 participants within the
Social Law and Order Sector (SLOS)
were certified following the completion of a
Secretary also emphasized in her key note two-day DCDC Operational Induction
address the importance of coordination of training.
such programs to enable effective The training ended on 18 March was
assessment of the impact of these organised by the District Community
programs on the lives of people.
Development Centre (DCDC) project
management team and was designed to
help equip the officers in operationalising
the Imbonggu DCDC.

 Secretary Mrs Anna Bais with the Delegates
after the launching at Hilton Hotel.

at the district level through the DCDC
platform.
The Director General of NYDA, Mr. Joe Itaki
congratulated the trainees and thanked the
DCDC Project management team for the
successful training conducted.

Other SLOS agencies whose officers
underwent the induction include the
Department of Prime Minister and NEC,
Office of the Public Solicitor, National
Volunteer Services, National Censorship,
The Induction training according to the National Youth Development Authority
Department Secretary, Mrs Anna Bais, will (NYDA), and National Child and Family
equip the participants to become the hope Services.
and light of people in the district.
Representative of the Department of
She said as skilled and knowledgeable PM&NEC Ms. Linda Sataro said the
officers, you have been selected to be the induction was an opportunity for her to
understand the DCDC project and the PICD
best and full capacity builders.
Framework and its business process.
Whilst acknowledging the heads of SLOS
and Ministerial agencies, Secretary Bais The selected officers will be stationed in
said they are working together to deliver as Imbonggu District on temporary
arrangement as part of the team
one under the DCDC framework.
supporting the district to facilitate and
The heads of the respective agencies are coordinate delivery of relevant programs
very keen to deliver their various programs after the official opening.

Secretary Bais joins
UPNG Social Work
Strand on Social Work

Over the years the Department has engaged Work Strand and the Department in the
many social work students in their field near future to harness this arrangement.
attachments. Some are currently employees
of the Department.

S

Secretary Anna Bais highlighted the
significance of linking Social Work Education
to policy, research and practice as the
platform for preparing our students for
professional practice after graduation.

ecretary Mrs Anna Bais and National
Volunteer Service Director Ms Mollie
Willie joined UPNG Social Work strand on
the World Social Work Day.
The UPNG Social Work strand organized a
small event to celebrate the World Social
Work Day (March 17) with the rest of the
Social work community across the globe.

The Secretary ended her speech with a call
for stronger collaboration for engagement of
students under the flagship program of the
Department, The District Community
The theme for this year is ‘Promoting the Development Centre (DCDC).
Importance of Human Relationships.’
An MOU will be signed between the Social
Pg 2
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Secretary Bais, her EO Mr Lucas Apingiwa

and NVS Director Ms Molly Willie in a Group
photo with the Social Work Staff /students.
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SLOS Heads Agree to Send Officers to Work at DCDC
Community Development (PICD) and the
DCDC business process component by Ms.
Jean Sliviak, Deputy Secretary, Community
Development Division.
SLOS Chairman Dr. Eric Kwa said “it is very
important that we as a SLOS, we agree and
show what it means to work as a team
under this DCDC banner.
“The Department has provided us the
facility, let's now use it instead of looking for
other places to run and narrow down our
programs at the district level.
“I already got three officers to occupy three
work stations in the centre,” Dr. Kwa said.
Of the 50 work stations, 30 spaces will be
occupied by DFCDR and its ministerial
agencies while 20 spaces by other officers
from SLOS agencies.
The DCDC will house programs for women,
children, Youth, Disability, Elderly, Church
Coordination, NGO Coordination, Informal
 SLOS Heads agreeing with the Chair Dr Eric Kwa on the agenda to send officers to Work at
Economy, Civil Registration, Volunteer
Imbonggu.
Services, Censorship, Human Rights,
Development Partners Coordination and so
Departments and agencies who agreed in
on.
epartmental heads from the Social March 11, 2020 include the Department of
Management,
Censorship, Secretary Mrs Anna Bais said it’s a big
Law and Order Sector (SLOS) have Personal
DHERST,
Sports,
Police,
NVS,
PLSMA,
CIS achievement for the Social Law and Order
agreed to send their respective officers to
Sector. She is so thankful for the support
work at the Imbonggu District Community and other Ministerial Agencies.
Development Centre after the official The agreement came about after a from SLOS member agencies.
opening by Prime Minister James Marape.
presentation on the Policy on Integrated

D

MP Keen to Establish DCDC at the District

M

ember for Mul-Baiyer Lumusa
Open Hon. Koi Trappe and his
District
administration had a successful
dialogue with the District Community
Development Center (DCDC) Project
Management team in March this year with
an interest of establishing DCDC in the
District.

“You have met most of the prerequisites brief for further discussion.
and we have no problem with you, the only
On behalf of Secretary Anna Bais and
problem we have is with government
Minister Hon. Wake Goi, Deputy Secretary
funding.
Corporate and Regulatory Services, Mr Jerry
And the formal MOA signing phase will be Ubase thanked Hon. Koi Trappe and his
made known later, but the DCDC technical district administration team for their
team said to put together the necessary commitment and successful discussion.

The team including development partner,
PNG Sports Foundation, have shown great
interest and commitment to install the
social protection and empowerment
oriented centre in the district.
MP Trappe said “I have the District
component of K500, 000.00 and state land
with other necessary facilities ready to
receive the DCDC project.
“The provincial government component of
k500, 000.00 will be negotiated in time,”
he said.
DCDC Project Manager Mr Dickson Kiragi
commended the team for the commitment
and interest rendered so far.

 Hon. Koi Tarape, middle, with his District Administration and the DCDC
Secretariat at the DFCDR Conference Room.
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PNG witnessed the launching of the
Spotlight Initiative by European Union
Agenda for sustainable Development
(SDGs), especially SDG 5 on Gender
Equality.
Violence against women and girls is one of
the most widespread, persistent and
devastating human rights violations in our
world today.
Studies have shown that at least 68 percent
of women in PNG have experienced physical
and/or sexual intimate violence at some
point in their lives. One in there women
worldwide has experienced physical or
sexual violence, one in two women killed
worldwide in 2012 was killed by her partner
or a family member, whilst one in five
women and girls has experienced physical
and/or sexual violence by an intimate
partner within the last 12 months.
Launched in 2017 with a seed funding
commitment of €500 million from the
 Deputy PM Hon. Davis Steven and UN Deputy Secretary General, Mrs Amina .J Mohammad and
European Union, the Initiative represents an
representatives launching the Spotlight Initiative at Gordons Market.
unprecedented global effort to invest in
gender equality and women empowerment
through the leadership of Mrs Anna Kavana as a precondition and driver for the
n Sunday 8th of March 2020, PNG Bais, is a beneficiary of the fund. It supports achievement of the national SDGs.
witnessed the launching of the the mandated function of the Department in The Department is demonstrating that a
Spotlight Initiative by European Union and terms of deadline with women and girls significant, concerted and comprehensive
also commemorated International Women’s through its Gender section and the office for investment in gender equality and ending
Day.
Development of Women.
violence can make a transformative
difference in the lives of women and girls.
The main objective of the
The Spotlight Initiative will support concrete
spotlight initiative is to “Don’t wait for 2030 but we must start improving
accelerate efforts towards the lives of women and girls in PNG. Measures must measures to end violence. Prominence will
be given to prevention, protection and the
elimination
of
violence be taken as soon as possible to address the issues.”
provision of services, alongside broader
against women and girls with
the focus on intimate partner violence and The European Union (EU) and the United efforts to ensure women's economic
domestic violence.
Nations are embarking on the new, empowerment and participation in all
multi-year infinitive focused on eliminating aspects of society.
Present at the ceremony were country head
all forms of violence against women and Despite advances in gender equality over
representatives of each international
the past decade violence against women
organizations, Governor Powes Parkop, girls.
Deputy Prime Minister Hon. Davis Steven, The initiative is so names as it brings and girls remains a key development
Secretary Brabara Age, Secretary Eric Kwa, focused attention to this use, moving it into challenge in PNG and has been prioritized in
Secretary Anna Bais and all dignities and the spotlight and placing it at the centre of PNG development agenda as it negatively
heads of government agencies and Head of efforts to achieve gender equality and bears on the overall development of the
country.
EU in PNG Mr Ursala Von Der Leyen.
women’s empowerment, in line with 2030
Guest of honor was UN Deputy Secretary
General, Mrs Amina .J Mohammad who was
in PNG on her maiden South Pacific Tour
challenged
the
government
and
stakeholders to start achieving results and
minimize violence against women in the
country.
“Don’t wait for 2030 but we must start
improving the lives of women and girls in
PNG. Measures must be taken as soon as
possible to address the issues,” said
Mohammad.

O

PNG stands to gain K20 million kina form
the EU spotlight initiative. Department for
Community Development and Religion
Pg 4

 Women in Politics met with UN Deputy General H.E Madam Amina Mohammad.
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M e d i a Aw a r d s a n d 2 0 2 0
Media Strategy Launch

Subsidiary
Arrangement
Signed

S

ecretary Anna Bais and Deputy High
Commissioner for the Australian
Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade Ms
Caitlin Wilson signed the Subsidiary
Arrangement under the Pacific Women
Shaping Pacific Program in Port Moresby in
February, 2020.
PNG Government is represented by the
Secretary to the Department of Community
Development & Religion, Mrs Anna K. Bais
whilst the Deputy High Commissioner for
the Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs & Trade Ms Caitlin Wilson
represented the Australian Government.
 Minister Hon. Wake Goi, PNG Media Council President Mr Nevil Choi and Secretary Anna Bais
launching the 2020 Media Communication Strategy.

E

ventuated right after the two-day
Development
Partners/
Stakeholders Consultative Workshop in
February is the Media Awards and Media
Communication Strategy Launch at APEC
Haus, Port Moresby.
The annual event hosted by the
Department for Community Development
and Religion on February 23 awards
journalists from various media industries
for their work in promoting social and
development issues in the country.

and a certificate of Appreciation.
Minister for Religion, Youth and Community
Development Hon. Wake Goi encouraged
journalists to report the truth without any
fear.
He said the media plays significant role in
disseminating information and advocating
issues
affecting
the
marginalised
population. And the department is so proud
for continuous partnership.

Secretary Anna K. Bais said as time goes,
this awards will also grow. She can see 10
Award winners for 2019 were Marjorie years into the future, that this is one of the
Finkeo (best print media reporter), Elias events that whole of government will look
Lari (Minister’s choice) and Rebecca Kuku forward to.
(Secretary’s choice) all from The National.
In acknowledging the media and other
Other award winners include Kerebi David attendees, Secretary Bais said the
(PNG FM – best radio reporter), Jaheb Akia department will continue to partner with
(NBC TV – best Television reporter) and media in implementing all the programs
Douglas Dimage (FM 100 – best overall beginning with the DCDC Project in
Imbongu.
individual media reporter).
The awards include Trophy, laptop, iPad

More than 30 media personals from
various media industries including the PNG
Media Council President Mr Neville Choi
attended the event.

The focus will be on Women in Leadership,
Women Economic Empowerment and
Addressing Gender Base Violence inclusive
of Disability.
The Department is grateful that the Policy
on Integrated Community Development
(PICD) with the focus on the District
Community Development Centres has
been captured in this arrangement.
It is believe that together the program is
made stronger.

Secretary Bais and Deputy High Commissioner
for the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs
& Trade Ms Caitlin Wilson signing the Subsidiary Arrangement at APEC Haus.

Media council president Neville Choi said
reporters need to be aware of the important
issues and strive to report clearly to give
people from all sectors of society the
opportunity to be informed.

 Secretary Bais presenting Secretary’s Choice
Award to Rebecca Kuku from the National.

The Media and Communication Strategy
launched by Minister Goi and Secretary
Bais will be one of the guiding documents
of the Department guiding program
implementation in 2020.
KOMUNITI LUKAUT

Deputy High Commissioner for the Australian
Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade Ms
Caitlin Wilson speaking at the forum.

Pg 5
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Sincerity in Public Service

F

riday, 31st of January, 2020 would
long be remembered by many public
servants in the nation’s capital as a historic
moment.
This was the day Prime Minister James
Marape addressed the capacity-filled Sir
John Guise Stadium on the occasion of the
fourth annual Public Servants Dedication
Service and launch of departmental annual
operational plans in Port Moresby, who
turned up in multitudes with complete spirit
of oneness and an inner sense of a true
desire for radical transformation from every
national government department, with all
departmental heads present.
The dedication service was coined around
the theme of “Promoting Sincerity in the
Public Service”.



From left; Community Development, Youth and Religion Minister Wake Goi, Public Service
Minister Soroi Eoe, PM James Marape and Chief Secretary Isaac Lupari launching the
Departmental 2020 AOPs.

Chief Secretary to Government and National
Executive Council Ambassador Isaac Lupari, the country in their line of duty and service.
Ministers of State and Members of The renewed aspirations of these souls
Parliament also made their presence felt at occupying the public offices consciously
the event with speeches and welcome gels well in uniting to work towards making
remarks delivered by Lupari, Public Service the vision of PM Marape a reality in “making
Minister Soroi Eoe and
Minister for Community
“Every staff in the public service needs the LORD’s
Development, Youth and
Religion
Wake
Goi, guidance to take the lead in effective service delivery”
whose
department
(Community Development) hosted it under PNG a richest black Christian Nation”,
the continued sponsorship of Motor Vehicle whereby in literal sense means for services
Insurance Limited and National Gaming to reach every corner of our land resulting in
Control Board.
improvement of living
standards, and

actor, who died in August 16, 1977,
expressed in the second verse of the song
that although he lived like a king in the
palace with all the great riches of his own
but without Christ and the Spirit of the LORD
in him, he could not imagine a thing in this
entire world that’s worse than being alone.
Hence Presley’s earnest call for the LORD
to hold his hand every moment of his life.
Department Secretary Anna Bais therefore
said that every staffer in the public service
needs the LORD’s guidance to take the lead
in effective service delivery.

not so much in becoming a top nation in the As sure as there are many souls out there in
world where one may be led to think in such our land who earnestly long for physical and
a way.
spiritual enlightenment and uplifting,
Already a sense of awakening has dawned another powerful choir presented by the
Department for Personnel Management
in many of the government departments
titled “Go Light the World” took a center
This year the departmental choir groups that in order for impactful services to reach stage in relaying a message of penetrating
have for the first time rocked the stage in the people out there every public servant the darkest world with hopes like flickering
should first be inwardly
candles.
transformed by the power
of the Holy spirit and ac- And chains that are binding the systems
cept His leading, and to and situations that hindering the effective
stand united in achieving services delivery would be
without a
developmental goals.
doubt loosened, as was demonstrated be
The conviction of having a musical dance group by the Kwikila
the self be transformed Youths, if the candles of hope are wholly
corners in Jesus’
before reaching out to the taken to the darkest
masses and uniting in name.
Since its humble beginning in 2017, the
annual event has each time seen a marked
improvement in organisation, attendance
and a commitment of attendees to the true
meaning of the service.

oneness to positively
impact them was first and
foremost explicitly said by
the combined choir of the
 DFCDR, NVS, and the Office of Child & Family Service presenting DFCDR, NVS, and the
National Office of Child
Choir at the 4th Public Servants Dedication Service in
and Family Services with
Port Moresby.
the song
titled “Where
presentation of messaging songs signifying No One Stands Alone” from the Gaither
the passion for whom they serve and with Vocal Band and originally composed by Elvis
the Spirit of the LORD leading them, such Presley.
that the spirits rejuvenated could penetrate
to touch the souls in the remotest parts of Late Presley, a rich American singer and

Pg 6
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Nothing is impossible for God to do, when
our government, the public service and the
entire population whole-heartedly embrace
the LORD’s guidance, we will never go
wrong in every dealing even with the
increased influence of foreigners in our land
for our resources, but we will prosper like
Joseph in the Bible in Egypt who succeeded
against all forms of foreign influences, as
was pointed out by Reverend Charlie George
of Teshuva Trumpet Worship Centre in his
dedication message.
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Prayer and Fasting a Welcoming Approach
in Fighting Covid-19 in PNG
combating COVID-19 has brought acknowledging results into the
country.
The National Prayer and Fasting Launched on the 25th of March
by Prime Minister Hon. James Marape at the Tabernacle of
Prayer Church in Port Moresby was straight after the declaration
of a State of Emergency on the 24th of March.
Despite the eight confirmed cases in PNG, all recovered and the
Country is Corona-free now.
Prime Minister in his media releases thanked God almighty for
his protection over PNG in such a time of fear and anxiety.
“Results of all persons of interest tested, including myself, all
came out negative, and we can only attribute it to God almighty,”
Marape said this in one of his media releases.
He thanked the churches and the leaders for their faithfully
upholding the nation in prayer.
Less than hundred crowds including Minister for Youth Religion
and Community Development, Hon. Wake Goi and the
Departmental Head Secretary Anna K Bais with other senior
public servants, the bureaucrats, and church leaders from the
main line churches observed the launching.
Chairman of the Body of Christ and a representative of the PNG
Council of Churches Rev. Joseph Walters did scriptural
explanations of 21-Day prayer and fasting.


Prime Minister Hon. James Marape Launching the 21-Day Prayer and
Fasting at the Tabernacle of Prayer Church in Port Moresby.

T

“For the government to call the nation to participate in a day of
prayer is very important milestone event and is an act of
humility for the government, he said.

he 21-day prayer and fasting declared by the government Walters urged every pastor and Christian to pray for the country
with church leaders under the church-state partnership in even after the 21-day period ends in April 15.

D eve l o p m e n t Pa r t n e r s D i a l og u e

T

school they see the Department of contribution to the delivery of programs at
he Department held two-half day Education, when they see a police post, they the DCDC.
(21-22/02) dialogue with partners see the Department of Police, etc.
The grand opening of the 1st District
to present Department’s plans and identify
She said now, for the first time when people Community Development under the Policy
areas of collaboration in the true spirit of
see a District Community
Development on Integrated Community Development will
the
National Development Cooperation
Centre, they will see the face of the be broadcasted live from Imbongu District
Policy as well as the Policy on Integrated
in August 2020. Gazelle DCDC is almost
Department.
Community Development.
completed and will be officially opened
“This is our contribution to taking back PNG soon.
On the 1st Day the Department presented through provision of Protection and
its plans with the focus on the delivery of Empowerment Services to our families and
protection and Empowerment Services
communities at the District," she said.
through the DCDC.
Minister Wake Goi in his keynote address
In her welcome remarks, Secretary Anna called on partners not to run parallel
Bais acknowledged partners for their programs but to work in collaboration with
support to the PNG Government and further Government Agencies and achieve the
stressed the importance of collaboration
objectives of the Government of PNG.
and coordination so that the joint efforts
can be monitored and tracked for better He said the 1st DCDC in PNG which will be
assessment of impact in the lives of people. officially opened by Prime Minister Hon.
James Marape at Imbongu District, SHP, will
"Community Development in this country be the hub for delivery of Protection and
has been an unstructured process.
Empowerment Services.
“Unlike Health, Education and Law & Justice
The program ended with a presentation
where people see an aid post they see the
from development partners on their
Department of Health, when they see a

KOMUNITI LUKAUT

 Secretary Bais Welcoming the partners and
attendees at the first day of the two-day
Development Partners Forum at APEC Haus.
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DEP A R T M EN T F OR
CO MMU N I TY
DEV EL O P MEN T A N D
R EL IG I ON
PO Box 7354
Boroko
Sambra Investment House, Kumul
Avenue, Waigani
National Capital District
Papua New Guinea

Phone: + (675) 301 0200
Email: info@dfcdr.gov.pg

We’re on the Web!
www.dfcd.gov.pg
Enabling a Well Informed
Community


Ministerial
Agencies’ Addresses
National Youth Development
Authority
PO Box 2684
Waigani
National Capital District
Phone: + (675) 3231228
National Office of Child &
Family Service
PO Box 6959
BOROKO
National Capital District
Phone: + (675) 301 0267

Senior Managers at the front row embracing Secretary’s acknowledgement and welcome speech.
Insert: Secretary Mrs Anna Bais acknowledging and welcoming the staff into 2020 working year.

T

Few directives or roadmap were presented by
sectional managers at the meeting as way
he staff of the Department for Community
Development and Religion gathered in forward for 2020.
numbers in January 10 for its first General Staff The meeting ended on a positive note where all
Meeting of the year 2020 at the Department’s the staff were impressed and motivated to look
Conference Room.
forward to make 2020 yet another year of
It was laughter and great reminder for the staff success and implementation.
with
what
transpired
throughout the event.
Secretary Mrs Anna Bais
acknowledged the staff for
the hard work rendered in
2019, and reminded them
(staff) to make 2020
another successful year
with regards to program
implementation.

Narcotics Bureau
PO Box 591
WAIGANI
National Capital District
Phone: + (675) 70900100

She said the major focus
for the Department in year
2020 is to operationalise
the DCDC in Imbonggu
District in SHP and Gazelle
in ENBP as pilot districts.

Office of Censorship
P O Box 1745
BOROKO
National Capital District
Phone: + (675) 3235154

She further encouraged the
staff to be prepared to go
work in the districts and
roll out the programs of the  DFCDR Staff and Line Managers listening to Secretary’s Welcome and
Department at the district
acknowledgement message at the Main Conference Room .
level.

